IN CASE OF BAD WEATHER

As a rule, Adult & Graduate Studies classes will be cancelled if road conditions warrant. A decision is usually made before 4pm.

Cancellations will be:
• Aired on WLOS-TV (Channel 13)
• Announced on our Weatherline after 4pm at 828-689-1728
• Posted on our Facebook page and
• AGS website: http://www.mhu.edu/ags.

Inclement weather may on occasion make it unsafe for students and instructors to travel to evening classes on campus in Mars Hill or at one of the university’s off-site instructional locations in Asheville and Burnsville. When this occurs, the university may cancel classes, either at all sites or at individual sites. Notification will go out by the means indicated above and will generally be sent out no later than 4:00 PM, though changing weather conditions may necessitate a later notification.